
 

Institutional Effectiveness - Minutes 

Date:  Monday, April 30, 2012 

Start:  2:11pm 

Location:  UC 215 

Attendees:  David Chase, Cynthia Eakin, Berit Gundersen, Eileen McFall, Cindy Lyon, Ken Mullen, Greg Rohlf, Eric 

Sonstroem, Edie Sparks, Maria Pallavicini, Stephanie Thompson 

Absent:  n/a 

STRATEGIC ITEMS 

1. Program Review Memos:  The IEC’s memo will convey assurance to the units about IEC and its role to help guide 

and mentor units, assist with developing a Program Review of worth and quality, explain the process itself and 

continue to mentor people and not be an informant to the Provost.   

2. Report from Academic Council on 2012 Revised Guidelines:  Academic Council is concerned about the additional 

workload that a Program Review Team (PRT) may create.  Significant changes from the 2008 Guidelines versus 

our recently approved March 2012 Guidelines possibly contradicts itself; the annual significant changes, the 

internal review team no longer generate reports that serves as the primary report for other units, university 

analysis by members of the pacific community outside of the unit. 

3. Clarification of IEC Role in Program Review Process:  To ensure IEC reflects a supportive role for departments 

and not a negative impact.  The 2011 Self-Studies will be mentored by IEC since these self-studies were done 

under the 2008 Guidelines.  The Provost requested IEC to provide feedback specifically with the 2011 self-studies 

since they do not reflect the new Guidelines.  

4. Primary Departments Self-Studies and Issues:  Chemistry, Biology, and Economics are very key programs that 

are would benefit from our revised Guidelines.  Sponsored Programs did not use any external reviewers and have 

many deficiencies with their self-study.  Provost would appreciate for IEC to inform Research and Sponsored 

Programs to provide the missing information that is needed to review their self-study appropriately.    

Three options are: get the necessary information from the deans/ask specific questions, have these programs 

reduce their schedule (reduce from the typical 6 or 7 year cycle to 3 or 4 years) or possibly submit an interim 

report.  David Chase recommends composing a memo to the dean and chair of these three departments 

incumbent to work with the Provost to find out what are the next steps to address what IEC has concluded based 

on their reports.  IEC will not judge, but reflect their concerns based on the new Guidelines.  Committee 

members concur with a series of guiding type of questions.  Need to build a rubric, a series of questions that can 

be utilized for the self-studies.  (It was noted that in some incidences that one department may not be able to 

follow the guidelines exactly as from another due to the type of department it is, such as Chemistry and 

Sponsored Programs.) 

5. IEC Retreats/Meetings/Training:  The committee needs to attend a few WASC conferences and coordinate a 

summer retreat where the committee can develop their own agenda for their specific needs/proficiencies and 

bring an external consultant to conduct the training, including development of our PRT teams.  

MANAGEMENT ITEMS 

1. Provost wants this committee to provide the necessary information that a unit needs before it goes forward to 

the Provost Office.  The Provost will review and reiterate and/or add to what may be necessary to improve upon.  

2. There will be variables in the upcoming program reviews that will be forth coming this year through 2013. 

3. Reach out to units, learn from the process and modify the process where needed. 



4. Biology and Chemistry would like to receive a response to their respective program reviews they have submitted. 

5. Have some contradictions to resolve in the new Guidelines. 

6. IEC to develop a list of questions for the units as they work on their program reviews.  

7. Develop a rubric to assist committee members to be consistent as they go out to mentor units. 

8. Need a chart, augmented, to easily explain the flow of the new piloted process 

FUTURE AGENDA ITEMS 

 Criteria for review of centers and institutes 

 Review and refinement of the committee’s charge 

 Board of Regents responsibilities to ensure program quality 

 Transparency 

 ARGOS reporting writer 

 Need to develop workshops 

 Need to develop explanations of IEC’s expectations  

o What is Quality? Units need to know what Program Quality is specifically for their departments 

o Student Advising 

o Retention 

o Review and revise templates for program quality expectations of agencies who accredit programs at 

Pacific 

 What are our institution-wide activities? 

o Budget Efficiency 

o Students/Career Advising 

OTHER n/a 

Adjourned:  3:40pm 

Next meeting:  May 7, 2012, 2:00-3:30pm in DUC, #215 

 


